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Crackers to their room. By
the time that all three had
staggered up the stairs,
much to the amusement of
the staff, located their room
number and forced their way
in, they were confronted
with a burnt out shell.
Crackers had left a lighted
cigarette on the bed and
Lord Raleigh’s brogues had
self-combusted!! It took
awhile, but realisation finally
penetrated their boozy haze
—— they were all in the
wrong hotel !!.

The hash is known as
being up-market in a rather
unconventional way, but
this has now expanded to
include the white trail
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marking stuff. Friday night
while enjoying a curry, Abba
and Greenpeace were hit in
mid-vindaloo by the
realisation that there was no
flour for tomorrow’s run. A
visit to the restaurant kitchen
showed that only curry-
coloured flour was available.
The white stuff was needed.
Initial requests led Abba
down dark alleys to dubious
characters selling white stuff,
but when he requested a 2kg
bag they promptly
disappeared.  He still doesn’t
know why. The only option
left was to go to Waitrose and
pay £0.75 / bag. Very fine
quality flour it was. I’m sure
we all noticed the quality.

Drinking in Eastbourne with
the locals is never boring for
Bluesuit and Gibber!.  Now
the public house that they
chose was situated next to a
night club with the obligatory
queue to get in. Two
enterprising youths applying
a little lateral thinking decided
that Gibber! and  Bluesuit
were suitably attired and mean
enough looking to qualify as
bouncers for the said night
club and a little bouncer
bribery might enable them to
get in through the back door.
Gibber! and Bluesuit rose to
the occasion and with knuckle
dusters on the table
suggested the youths would
get in if they provided both of
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Date 27-Jan-07

Hare ABBA, GreenPeace,
Bods

Venue Eastbourne

On On  Crown & ?

A circulation of stories and
heavy heads braved the fresh
sea air.

How many hashers does it
take to find a hotel room?

Lord Raleigh and Crackers
had cajoled and bribed the
barman to prepare several
rounds of Pina Coladas and
when he ran out of ingredients
they called it a night and were
gingerly heading for their
horizontal resting place.
Hornblower, who was
providing a new meaning to
the Scottish reel, showing that
it is a technique that Scottish
fishermen use to land their
desired catch, decided an
ushering service was required
and assisted Lord Raleigh and

later.
• Trevor looking like a
professional wine-o
heading along the
Eastbourne waterfront
with three casks attached
to his person.
Orch Eye an excellent

Xmas party.

them with drinks all night.
Needless to say, a good night
was had by all.

Sunday’s run was set by
Bodyshop.  Some curious
activities noted:

• Abba curb crawling in
style
• A local complimenting the
circle as the best looking
men and women he had
seen. (He had been in
Eastbourne for some time
but a least it got him a beer
and a free offer to
Specsavers).
•  Another gentleman
wanting to photograph the
pack, all with cans in hand
for evidence. The arrest
warrants would be issued

Shergar
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1713 10-Feb Bob the Slob Mickleham

1714 17-Feb Golden Balls Windlesham

1715 24-Feb Boundah/Belcher

1716 02-Mar Dissa Cranleigh

1717 09-Mar Ancient Mariner & Hare
Eater birthday run

Alton/Bentley

Run 1712

Date 03-Feb-08

Hare SBJ & Bob Bungle

Venue Witley

On On White Hart

PCode GU8 5PH (pub)

SSA/OS SU947398

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

M25 Junction 10.  A3 south towards Guildford.  Keep on A3
past Guildford to Milford exit  A283.  Continue on A283 south
through MIlford to Witley. Turn right into Church Lane at the
church (opposite the White Hart pub) and park past the
church where the road widens.

OCH3 Run1066 Celebration
Sunday 17-Feb    Battle of Hastings 1066 run from 1066 public
house in Battle, 11 The High Street, Battle  TN33 0AF.  Coach
transport, pub grub.   Call Streaky Bacon –
Stephanie.joseph@uk.fid-intl.com   07958 221551

OLD (but perhaps still relevant?) NEWS

 Multi-Hash QUIZ NITE 16 Feb Kingswood Village Club
£10 entry, which will include fish ‘n chips (£5.00 without).  Quiz
starts at 8.30 prompt! Crash space will be available at the club.
Bring sleeping bags etc!  Tea and coffee will provided on Sun-
day morning for those staying over.  There is a BP café a short
walk away for pastries, snacks etc for breakfast.  SBJ is rumoured
to be organizing a SH3 quiz team or two—sign up!

SH3 Eastbourne Extravaganza
 From our esteemed Grand Master:

Dear Colleagues,

Many many thanks to all who contributed to such a success-
ful weekend.  I had a cracking time, and my impression is that
everyone was happy with a very well prepared, very well or-
ganised event.

....From Hasher’s Performance Appraisals...
1. Got into the gene pool while the lifeguard wasn't watching.
2. A room temperature IQ.
3. Got a full 6-pack, but lacks the plastic thingy to hold it all to-
gether.
4. A gross ignoramus -- 144 times worse than an ordinary igno-
ramus.
5. A photographic memory but with the lens cover glued on.
6. As bright as Alaska in December.
7. Gates are down, the lights are flashing, but the train isn't
coming.
8. He's so dense, light bends around him.
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snakes, Portaloo, showing off
his white knees, and Lord
Raleigh in brown leather
brogues gave an all round
elegance to the country scene.
Clearly, the flat sections had
been laid by Abba. Where else
would he have ventured on his
tricycle?  Along the valley we
went with some pathetic
attempts to sidetrack us up
steep slopes adjoining, although
FRB, Stilton, and of course,
Gibber, were seen to have been
outfoxed; not difficult!

The first focal point soon
arrived, a viewpoint with
magnificent views along the
Cuckdene valley and out to sea.
Those ever present front-
runners Golden Balls and FRB
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led the pack up the steep incline
to find Greenpeace and
Hornblower with the brandy
ready. As usual, not all the pack
came from the same direction,
SBJ and Gibber approaching
from completely the opposite.
The view point was soon
crowded with several Hasher
attempting to climb over the
brick wall to get a better view.
SBJ and Blue Suit got their legs
tangled, Mo got stuck, and
Shergar announced that the round
top was too smooth for her she
liking a bit of rough between her
legs!  For once the walkers had
managed to keep pace and it was
good for the athletes to hear their
banter, Mo, Sister Anna, Olive
Oyl, Front Loader (a washing
machine heiress from Hastings),

Dormouse and J Arthur all
talking such drivel.

Off we went on the next stage,
Popeye on a separate mission, in
search of the promised beer stop.
One could sense some urgency
now; we had already been out for
nearly an hour and refreshment
was paramount.  Bonn Bugle
could be seen cutting swathes
through the woods with her
shortcuts hotly followed by
Clever Trevor, Molly, and the
beautiful Terminator. The end
result was much appreciated--
beer, mulled wine and chocolates
all to hand.

The pack should have read the
tell tale signs then as Abba
offered those weary runners a lift
back, or the telephone number for

EXTRA RUN — SPECIAL EDIT ION
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Date 26-Jan-07

Hare ABBA, GreenPeace

Venue Butchers Hole

On On  The Tiger

To Butchers Hole car park we
drove, set in the picturesque
Friston Forest only to find that a
fee was required for our presence.
The weary travellers gathered and
were joined by a bunch from
Hastings, (more like ramblers than
hashers all in their walking gear
except for two).  The knitting
circle looked on with glee except
for Mrs G who went off for
coffee with FO!

At 1315hrs the On On was
called and through the forest we
ventured; nice flat paths at first,
and then the hills arrived. As for
the hashers, well, Chastity Belt
looked as though she had just
come off the Catwalk, Shergar,
whose tights contained so many
ladders it was difficult to see the

of all time at two and half
hours?

Straight to the Tiger to
consume quantities of
sandwiches and hash chips.
What a great pub-- the hares got
something right! The circle was
held indoors and the usual
drivel from our GM was
fortunately countered by the
elegance of the RA. Sinners
were summoned.  Their names
have already been mentioned in
the dispatch above, after which
we all drove off to warm up and
enjoy the belated Christmas
festivities.

On On
Golden Balls

a taxi for those preferring this to
his tricycle. The return home was
long and boring-- only two
checks. Body Shop complained
the whole way -- or was he just
trying to chat up Eve? Even the
relentless sound of boy wonder
on the bugle was receding as he
ran out of puff.  How such
experienced hares could have
subjected the pack to this, one can
only wonder, but the signs of
blood did suggest some almighty
rows between Abba and
Greenpeace. On and on we went
through the woods, over the
Gallops (Shergar finally found her
vocation) and back to Butchers
Hole, although looking at some,
the car park resembled more an
abattoir. Was this the longest run


